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PREFACE by JM 
 

Dr Alan Kelly, Mus.D. (Hon.) spent much of his long life (1928-2015) working on listings of all records 

made and issued by HMV, previously known variously as The Gramophone Company and The 

Gramophone and Typewriter Limited but which began with records issued under the description “E 

Berliner’s Gramophone”. This paper covers files in two of his folders:  

 

1. the “MAT101 Early Matrix Series” which contains 8 files of which only 2 are relevant here: 

a. File B: Mat101 Introduction, and  

b. File D: SUF A (D).doc a detailed listing of Darby’s 7” zinc process records except his 

St Petersburg recordings made in 1899 which do not carry matrix numbers which appear 

to have been instigated by Joseph Berliner in Hanover without the official knowledge 

of the company’s Head Office in London. 

2. the “MAT104 – FILES – g-h-i” which contains 5 files: 

a. File A : Introduction.doc 

A photo of Darby with Fred Gaisberg taken in St Petersburg in March 1900 

the Introduction, and  

the signed menu for a Lunch to mark Darby’s resignation; 

b. File B : SUF-g.doc detailed listing of the 7” records  

c. File C : SUF-h.doc detailed listing of the 10” records 

d. File D : SUF-i.doc detailed listing of the 12” records 

e. File E : SUF-ghi.doc chronological list of recording locations with the matrix numbers 

used at each session in each location (also included in File B) and an alphabetical 

Artists’ Index with singers’ registers and identifying each recording in Files B-D made 

by the artist. 

 

Kelly was the first to accept that, despite all the assistance he had received over the years particularly 

from the EMI Music Archive and its Chief Archivists, Leonard Petts and, later, Ruth Edge as well as 

Dr John F Perkins, to each of whom he pays tribute in his own writings, none of his lists should be 

regarded as definitive: he was always pleased to receive additions and corrections which he would then 

incorporate into his own lists which he regarded as “work in progress”. In his last years he concentrated 

on two particular ambitions: to finish both his Oriental and English catalogues. He prepared each with 

such detail as was available to him just as he had done in his original Italian, French, German and Dutch 

volumes published in hard-back by Greenwood and the other catalogues which he made available in 

CD-ROM format. The vast majority of my own additions and corrections could not have been made 

without access to the scans of the Archive’s holding of Berliners which were financed by Stephen 

Clarke and the Stratton Trust but which could not have been produced without the co-operation of the 

Archive.  

 

Because his priority was to get the outstanding catalogues completed as far as he could and in the 

knowledge that his time was limited, he tended to include “new” data in them and not cross-reference 

it into, for example, his matrix lists. A good deal of my work has been to collate his lists to ensure that 

data is included not just in one but also that where a matrix number appears in a Kelly catalogue the 

relevant matrix list is updated to include it. Similarly it is necessary to ensure that all matrix numbers 

are reflected in the list of catalogue numbers. I believe it to be of considerable value not only in ensuring 

consistency but also in identifying errors including typos. I must emphasise that “error” is not in any 

sense to derogate from the value of Kelly’s work. Not all the company’s documentation is 100% 
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accurate and since much of it (for the present lists) is over 100 years old and in manuscript it can be 

difficult to decipher. I have had the advantage of having scans of a substantial proportion of early 7” 

Berliner record labels made available by Stephen Clarke with the cooperation of the Archive. And there 

is a world of difference between examining the original records under pressure of time (as Kelly did on 

his regular car journeys to the Archive at Hayes from his home in Sheffield – before any motorways 

existed – down early in the morning and back late at night) and being able to access them on my 

computer whenever a problem seemed to arise. If he found a record for which he already had details 

from the Register the incentive to move onto the next must have been overwhelming in an ambition to 

get on with the job. Of course the records and the Registers should show the same detail but, on 

occasion, one has more than the other and it takes time to compare the two entries, make that discovery 

and to act on it by noting the new detail – not infrequently the name of the composer. Again, it is easy 

to misread a Register entry: for example a 3 and an 8 can easily be misread: you think you have read it 

correctly and then find a clearer entry on a record label and only then realise that your original 

interpretation of the Register was incorrect. A number of instances have occurred in the 7” B list which 

are now noted and the entries corrected.  

 

One particular characteristic of detailing Darby’s work (in common with Fred Gaisberg’s) is that each 

kept diaries. Unfortunately not all Darby’s have survived but, where they are available, it is often 

possible to identify a recording date not otherwise available from HMV documentation. Of course the 

actual recording dates would have been noted in his Weekly Returns – but most of Darby’s are no longer 

available in the Archive – and, from those that were, Kelly was able to extract precise dates. Where he 

omits precise dates we can infer that the Weekly Return was not there. As Kelly explained, while early 

dates are generally those on which the recording was made, strictly speaking they represent the dates 

on which the expert made his documentary record after the processing necessary before they could be 

despatched to the factory at Hanover for further work prior to the creation of a master to be used for 

processing. In the case of the zinc process there was a good deal of work to be done by the expert which 

had to be completed within a couple of days of the artist’s departure from the studio and prior to 

despatch to Hanover: their dates would therefore be close to the recording date but may well not be the 

actual recording date. 

 

Special care needs to be taken over Kelly’s dates in () on the right hand side of the page: these are not 

recording dates but could be factory received or the processing date. 
 

Kelly’s lists of locations and dates were included in both his Introduction and matrix list files. There 

seemed no point in retaining both and I have removed the versions from the matrix Files, corrected and 

amplified them by reference to Darby’s diaries. These amended versions are included below.  

 

A word about recording locations may be appropriate. Kelly always told me that company policy was 

to bring the artist to the studio rather than bringing the heavy and cumbersome recording equipment to 

the artist’s location. Berliner, G.& T. and Gramophone Companies invariably included a location on 

their record labels. It used to be thought that this identified the place of recording and generally it did. 

But, on occasion, it has been found that, for example, a Dresden artist travelled to Berlin to make 

recordings but Dresden appeared on the record. The actual recording location will always be clear from 

the Locations list whatever appears on the record.  

 

The Artist Index was an important attribute in pre-computer days but Readers will now have access to 

a Search or Find facility and be able to identify who recorded what, where and when by using that 

shortcut. I have therefore removed those Indices; in any event the corrections and additions made them 

out of date and removing them was easier than revising them. In addition, they were potentially 

misleading: many artists were not only recorded by Darby but also by any one of the dozen or so other 

company experts and this Index obviously included only Darby’s recordings using his series. 

 

I should add, lest I am accused of misleading, that my references to Berliner labels are made knowing 

that Berliners did not have paper labels but the details of the recording are included in the centre of the 
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record where, later, a paper label would have been attached. Perhaps I should have used another word 

or phrase but “a non-label” seemed a nonsense and no one has suggested an accurate alternative. 

 

What follows below includes a) Kelly’s original Introductions, b) my additional comments and c) the 

updated lists of recording locations and dates. 

 

 

  
. 

Fred Gaisberg and William Sinkler-Darby 

St Petersburg 19th March 1900 - "The 100 roubel overcoats". 

 
 

Introduction (by Alan Kelly) 

(MAT104: File A) 
 

 

The files contained on this disc cover the bulk of the wax cut recordings by Darby from 1901 until 

September, 1909 and bear his indicating letters as suffixes. In other words, they form the content of his 

regular series for the Gramophone Company. His other work was listed in the “suf-A(D)” series of zinc-

etched material (contained on MAT101) but after he ceased to use the letters g/h/i in 1909 further 

recordings by him can be found in the London “HO” series (on MAT115) and in Will Gaisberg’s d/e/f 

triplet (on MAT103).  A few earlier wax cut records in Fred Gaisberg’s “suffix-a” series bear Darby’s 

initials and are almost certainly part of a familiarisation process made necessary by the introduction of 

the new method of making records. 

 

Why Darby ceased to use his regular indicating letters in 1909 is not known, but it is most likely that it 

was because from then he was attached to the London Office and no longer sent on exhausting tours to 

exotic places. Darby, like the Gaisbergs, was a protégé of [Emile] Berliner. He arrived in London in 

1899 after finishing a recording session in St Petersburg, Russia, organised by the Berliner brothers and 

before taking part in the 1899 “six cities” tour which established the Gramophone throughout Europe. 

In the making of his regular series of wax cut recordings he travelled extensively all over Europe and 

beyond, producing a total of over 10,000 records, over 1000 of which came from a visit to the Far East 

in 1905. Details of his travels and of his output are listed elsewhere on this disc and attention is drawn 

to Michael Kinnear’s book …. for a proper treatment of the visit to India.  
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Note: The original edition (referred to by Kelly) is now replaced by:  

 Michael Kinnear: The Gramophone Company’s First Indian Recordings, 1899-1907, Revised,  

 Corrected and Expanded Edition, with a Lacuna of Tibetan Recordings and published by the  

 author at Bajakhana o Michael Kinnear  ISBN 978-0-9577355-6-9 (paperback). 

 

In 1990 Darby’s daughter, Miss Kathleen Darby presented a collection of mementoes of her father to 

EMI. Among the photographs, private records and other material there is a menu card from Pagani’s 

Restaurant in London, “LUNCH given to WILLIAM SINKLER DARBY on the termination of his 

connection with the Company, by his Colleagues, with whom he was associated for over twenty years.” 

This is signed by, among others, Fred Gaisberg, Landon Ronald, Peter Dawson and George Baker, and 

is dated 16th October, 1920. 
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Signed Menu from the Darby papers 

 

It seems that after leaving, Darby started his own private recording studio, making records for 

members of the general public and being “very good with children”, according to his advertisements.  

The collection contains “Darbycord” records dated from 1921 and 1922 but the project does not 

appear to have lasted for very long, since in 1924 he sailed on the Majestic to New York where he 

joined Brunswick Records. 

 

William Sinkler Darby was born in Orangeburg County, South Carolina, on 8th October, 1878 and 

died in 1948. 

 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS by JM 
 

As Kelly describes, Darby’s first European recordings were made in St Petersburg in March/April 1899. 

None has a matrix number only a catalogue number starting at 20000.  

 

By way of explanation, Kelly’s reference to the 1899 “six cities” tour (also referred to as “the first 

European tour”) involved stays at Leipzig, Budapest, Vienna, Milan, Paris and Madrid between May 

and August 1899 using the zinc-etched process which was replaced by the new Johnson wax-based 

system in 1900. The recordings made by Fred Gaisberg and Sinkler Darby on this tour are included in 

the “Unlettered” matrix series. Their travels are described in their diaries and Fred Gaisberg’s 

autobiography but it is sometimes forgotten that the tour was undertaken by both. 

 

It is also clear from Darby’s diary that he accompanied Fred Gaisberg on the British Isles tour to 

Glasgow, Belfast, Dublin and Cardiff in September 1899 also included in the “Unlettered” series. 
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                                                                                                                                                          . 

The point to be emphasised is that although both the European and British Isles tours are generally 

attributed to Fred Gaisberg, it is likely that Darby made some of the recordings: there seems no point 

in sending two experts on tour if one was to be idle save in emergency and leaving the other to do all 

the work. So far as I am aware, there is no way in which to identify who did what during either tour but 

examination of the scans of a number of records made in joint sessions with Fred show a “G” or a “D” 

presumably to indicate that one either made the record in question, processed it or dealt with the 

necessary documentation. Since we do not know which I have not included them here. The other 

surprise was the finding of a date “17/1.1900” on 321-332A, “19/1.1900” on 336-348A and 20/1-1900 

on 352A. These seem likely to be recording dates and I have entered them as such but I cannot be sure 

why they were entered on these few and not on other matrixes made at the same session. Peter Adamson 

has pointed out that these dates and the matrix numbers are in a different hand. 

 

On 6 October 1899 Fred re-started work in London probably with Darby who did not leave London 

until 9 November to go to Stockholm and Copenhagen. Unfortunately his diary (or what we have of it) 

stops on his arrival at Flushing in Holland at 5 a.m. next day and Karleric Liliedahl [The Gramophone 

Company Acoustic Records in Scandinavia Svenska Diskografier 12:1 (2002)] notes that he did not 

make his first Stockholm recordings until 3 or 4 December which would leave a gap of a month for 

which we have no details of Darby’s activities. By January 1900 he was in The Hague before beginning 

work in Berlin which later became his centre of operations but for most of 1900 he was fully occupied 

elsewhere.  

 

The Stockholm recordings mark the beginning of Darby’s career as an expert working as instructed by 

the London Head Office. They all belong to the A (upper case) series and were zinc based. When the 

Johnson wax process was made available Darby ceased to use an A suffix and changed to B to 

distinguish between the two processes.  

 

In relation to the situation as it developed in December 1899 Kelly wrote [MAT101- FILES 

Introduction]: “Now that Hanover was receiving boxes of zinc plates from two separate sources it was 

necessary to distinguish between the sources.  The solution was as simple as could be imagined – Fred 

was unaffected and Darby put the letter A after every inscribed matrix number.  The A is upper case 

and has to be shown as upper case since Fred’s later seven-inch matrix series was given the indicating 

letter a, lower case.  The name of the file has been written “suf-A(D)” simply to make the distinction 

more obvious.” The “(D)” does not appear on records. 

 

The “A” series includes a session in St Petersburg at which Darby was accompanied by Fred Gaisberg 

who records picking up Darby in Berlin (diary entry) and on 1 April (diary entry) “we bought our huge 

fur bear-skins” see the signed and dated photograph which Kelly included in two of his introductions. 

At this session lasting from 13 March to 14 April 1900, it was Darby’s A (zinc) matrix series which 

was used, not Fred’s Unlettered. So we have the reverse of the earlier European and British tours: 

because the A series is used it may be thought that it was an exclusive Darby exercise although it is 

clear that Fred was also involved just as Darby had been in the earlier tours. 

 

The fact that two experts joined forces on one expedition also explains why there can be significant 

gaps in the recording history of the “other” expert: it’s not that he was idle, merely that he was working 

with another expert elsewhere and both were using that expert’s matrix series. 

 

Similarly, between 28 September 1902 and June 1903 Fred, assisted by George Dilnutt, was on his Far 

Eastern Tour and was not physically able to make any records in London during that period: Will and 

Royal continued to do so using what is described as Fred’s “a” series which has led some to suggest the 

impossible, that they were recorded by Fred himself.  

 

Somewhat surprisingly, in view of their joint tours, the only mention of Darby in Fred’s Music on 

Record (page 30) is with reference to the European tour, “I had a most congenial companion on this trip 

in my young colleague W Sinkler Darby, also from Washington”. He identifies the cities where “I 
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recorded a few hundred titles” and goes on to refer to “the decision to send me to that Eldorado of 

traders, Russia” (my emphasis). Bearing in mind that Darby had already recorded in St Petersburg he 

would have had experience of Russia which, at that stage, Fred would have lacked. 

 

So much for Darby’s work prior to his receiving a new Johnson wax-recording machine sometime in 

1900 and making the change from recording with zinc to recording with wax. 

 

 

The first European wax recordings 

 

Fred started making wax recordings in May 1900 when the Bell-Tainter patents expired in the U.K. In 

June 1900 he was still using both zinc and wax in London and Milan. His final use of zinc was to record 

a Greek bass Mazzara in Milan. He used wax for all his later recordings. Starting at J520 on 1 May 

1900 he had reached J675 by 31 May. Note that the J prefix indicated the use of the new Johnson wax 

process but was soon abandoned lest purchasers might realise that records without a “J” were old stock 

and refuse to buy them. By 21 August he had reached 1287 in London: his experience of wax had 

obviously increased significantly. Once there was a reasonable stock of wax recordings on sale it seems 

that all zinc recordings were removed from the catalogue and quietly forgotten. The Hanover Registers, 

certainly the Oriental ones which I have examined in detail, omit all the early zinc recordings although 

the EMI Music Archive has pressings of the vast majority and, as explained below, I was able to 

examine scans of the labels and on that basis to draw attention to any discrepancies between record 

details given in Kelly’s lists and those on the records themselves; neither Kelly nor the labels nor record 

catalogues are 100% accurate and it follows that the present listings cannot claim 100% accuracy either. 

 

When did Darby learn to use the new wax process? During the winter of 1900/1901 a number of 

recordings were made in London with a “D” suffix as Kelly pointed out: examples are 1770 on 10 

December 1900 and 1890 on 2 January 1901. Later Darby often used “D” on his recordings to identify 

himself. That could suggest the presence of Darby in London that winter and, although we do not have 

his diaries for this period, Fred noted in a summary probably written in March 1901 that “During the 

winter [1900/01] Footman, Royal, Addis, Darby and I [with George] Powers gave a number of dances 

which proved very successful affairs. The first was given in my laboratory at 31 Maiden Lane”. I think 

we can conclude that Darby was temporarily withdrawn from Berlin to be trained in the new process 

by Fred before returning to Berlin where his first few B recordings remain untraced.  

 

One consequence of the deletion of the early zinc recordings was that their catalogue numbers could be 

and were re-used for different titles by different artists. A number of sections in Kelly’s German 

Catalogue are headed “First use of catalogue numbers [42000-42068]” followed by a similar section 

identifying the second use of those numbers to which he attached a prime (') not entered on labels or in 

catalogues. So, for example, 42003 was first used for a zinc recording made by Darby in Vienna in 

April 1900. When, two years later, that record had been withdrawn, its catalogue number was re-used 

for a wax recording made by Darby in Berlin: 

 

 ERIK SCHMEDES (ten)        Vienna 

 1480A  26-4-00 42003 Der Prophete: Hymne (Meyerbeer); Le Prophete: Roi du ciel 

 ARNOLD INAUEN (ten)       Berlin 

2726B-B  -02 42003' Im Argäu sind zwei Liebi, Schweizer Volkslied 

 

Readers should not be surprised if a search throws up two results for the same catalogue number. So 

much for the idea that the Gramophone Company never used the same number twice. When an artist 

repeated the same title with a new matrix number, the second use of the same catalogue number 

generally bore an X suffix either in the wax or on the label or both. Since the zincs had disappeared 

from catalogues this duplication caused no problem at the time – only for later discographers trying to 

make sense of the repeat numbers. 
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The “new” (1904) matrix series 

 

Darby’s use of “B” suffix for 7”, “x” for 10” and “Y” for 12” continued until the then existing matrix 

series used by each recording engineer was rationalised in 1904. After Fred Gaisberg was allocated “a”, 

“b” and “c” for 7”, 10” and 12” recordings respectively and his brother Will “d”, “e” and “f”, Darby, as 

the next senior expert, was allocated “g”, “h” and “i”.  

 

The question which then had to be resolved was whether those recordings in his original “B”, “x” and 

“Y” series should be left as they were or in some way drawn into the new series which numerically ran 

on from the old. The zinc A series can be ignored; they had all been removed from catalogues prior to 

the introduction of the new system. A pragmatic decision was made to exhaust the sale of existing 

pressings but, when pressings of a particular title ran out, it would be repressed from the original master 

but with the relevant new suffix letter replacing the old one. So any existing “B” became “g” and later 

pressings of “B” matrixes will be found to carry a “g” suffix. It needs to be emphasised that the recording 

is exactly the same: the change was in the suffix letter not the actual recording. The earliest recordings 

in the “B” series had been withdrawn by 1904: they exist only with a B suffix while post-change 

recordings will only be found with a “g” suffix and exactly the same principle was applied to 10” and 

12” record suffix letters.  

 

 

Additions and amendments to Kelly’s listings: 

 

The label scans made available alerted me to some errors in the attribution of matrix numbers and the 

issue of variant takes not in Kelly’s lists. On occasion they also add the names of composers. It should 

be remembered that no list of this kind is likely to be “complete” and that further additional details may 

become available in the future. The scans are of Berliner and early G&T. 7” pressings held in the EMI 

Music Archive but do not include all recordings issued: either pressings were not sent to the original 

EMI collection or, if they were, have been lost or stolen or else strayed over the last century.   

 

I have extracted details of singers’ registers from Kelly’s Index and label scans and inserted them into 

individual entries. I have also endeavoured to provide translations of aria titles sung in German back 

into the original French or Italian: invariably, even in the larger opera houses in Germany and Austria, 

“foreign” operas were sung in German so the singers recorded them in German. Again, the 7” G&T. 

records covered in this list had small labels and it could be difficult to include full titles but entries in 

the form Der Troubadour: Stretta can be identified and Il Trovatore: Di quella pira added. Some still 

elude me: Cosi fan Tutte: Weibertreue, Ständchen (Mozart) is one of which I am still not 100% sure 

and entries in the form of Opera name + “Aria” are generally meaningless; one can guess but that carries 

risks and I won’t do it. Even if that voice register only has one aria in that opera it is still possible that 

the artist is actually singing one part of a duet, cut both in length and number of voices. Tenors seemed 

to like having a go at the drinking song from La Traviata without engaging a soprano and. perhaps, 

more to the point, the company only had to pay one singer not two.  

 

 

A note on sources: 

 

In describing particular recordings Kelly was able to rely a) on his physical examination of the earliest 

(Berliner) pressings in the Archive and information from collectors about what was on records in their 

collections, b) the Hanover Registers returned to Hayes after WW1, c) catalogue entries and d) the 

experts’ Returns detailing what they had recorded, by whom and when. If he does not offer details of 

the month of recording that strongly suggests that that expert’s Returns for that period no longer exist: 

if they did they would show when the recordings were made and Kelly would have included details in 

his listing. The Registers constitute a ledger or series of ledgers assembled in catalogue number order 

which cross-reference to the matrix number used for each issue. Unfortunately, and particularly in the 

Oriental catalogue, they often omit the names of artists and titles – probably because no one at the 
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factory could interpret Cyrillic, Greek, Turkish or S.E. Asian entries and could not even deduce if a 

particular artist was male or female – essential knowledge if it was to be given its proper place in the 

Register which had different numerical sections for male and female vocalists. 

 

Where Kelly’s matrix details differ from those shown on a label I have generally accepted the latter 

and, unless it was an obvious typo, adding a note of explanation: matrix number errors on pressings 

were rare - one would expect them to have been corrected before copies were pressed prior to 

publication. Michael Kinnear, the leading expert on Indian recordings has commented that many Indian 

record labels are inaccurate. In other instances I have entered “[Label …]” to alert the reader to a 

discrepancy but without making any judgment as to which version of an artist’s name or a title is the 

correct one unless I found satisfactory evidence.   

 

Labels sometimes name a composer different from the one entered by Kelly in his lists. In those cases 

I have tended to take the former as more likely to be accurate, particularly when I have found that the 

composer named on the label wrote a work bearing the title on the label. Wherever possible I have 

added composers’ first names but not for “well-known” composers such as Mozart and Beethoven. In 

the case of Leopold Mozart I would add his first name and Bach needs at least a pair of initials. It is not 

uncommon for the same text to be set by different composers: how many settings are there of Ave Maria 

in addition to the “standard” Bach/Gounod and Schubert? And if the record and Register and catalogue 

only give a song title it is often impossible without listening to it to identify the composer although in 

some instances I could exclude candidates who were born after the recording was made.  

 

There are some “standard errors” for which there really is no excuse and I hope I have removed all 

references to Gabriel Fauré as the composer of Le Crucifix and Les Rameaux and substituted Jean-

Baptiste Faure (with no accent). Surprises are always in store: how many have encountered L’angelus 

du paysan, music and text by Louis Faure? Similarly, we have Florodora and Lousiana Lou for the 

works by Leslie Stuart, not Floradora or Louisiana Lou. 

 

There are other “obvious errors” which it was tempting to alter without further thought. An example is 

903i: Don César de Bazan: Ständchen (Dellinger), on the face of it an obvious error for the work by 

Massenet. Not so fast: there is an operetta by Rudolf Dellinger “Don Cesar” (no accent) adapted from 

Don César de Bazan by Philippe Dumanoir and Adolphe d'Ennery who wrote the libretto for Massenet’s 

opera. I hope I have not allowed confident correction to go unchecked. 

 

To some of Kelly’s usages many objected. Bleickmann, Ciakovsky and Rakmaninov have been replaced 

by Bleichmann, Tchaikovsky and Rachmaninov. He always transliterated the Russian “Г” as “G” 

whatever the original source and regardless of the problem that there is no Russian equivalent of “H”; 

we regularly fought pitched battles on this point and neither of us would give way. So his transliteration 

of a Russian entry for Halevy became Galevy and for Hamlet Gamlet. No longer. 

 

A further problem (and not Kelly’s fault) was that his first lists were prepared in WordPerfect. When 

he moved to Microsoft Word some diacriticals became distorted and, for example, a double comma 

may appear in the middle of a word: it’s Word’s idea of what was originally an ä in WordPerfect. I hope 

I have noticed and corrected all of them. 

 

In addition to problems over transliteration there is a broader one about translation particularly in 

relation to songs and “light” music peculiar to one country or a small group of parts of countries such 

as Jodler songs popular in Southern Germany, Austria and parts of Switzerland. The use of local dialects 

does not help either. Andrew Farkas provided Kelly with a number of Hungarian translations into 

English but for others Kelly simply went to Google-translate and treated each word in turn with, on 

occasion, laughable results – which he was the first to acknowledge. I have not attempted to resolve 

these issues; I have neither the language ability nor the time. 

 

Finally I need to comment about various additional matrix suffix letters after the preliminary B, x or y. 

Kelly confessed he had no idea what they meant and, for that reason, omitted them. My own view is 
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they must mean something and, if they are identifiable, I have included them in the hope that eventually 

someone, somewhere will come up with a rational explanation. Unfortunately many are illegible. What 

I have done is to include those which I could read and omit the rest. In particular, I have omitted the 

final lower case entries often apparently in the form 2-z but rarely clear enough positively to identify. 

In addition there was a relatively short period during which either (o) or (1) were added as prefixes. 

Again, we have no idea why or what they meant and having now seen many of them I am still at a total 

loss to come up with any explanation which satisfies me – let alone anyone else. But they are there and 

that seems reason enough to include them. Please remember that their absence from this list may mean 

no more that I was unable to find them on a scan: some scans were very much better than others. 

 

 

Catalogue numbers – some problems. 

 

1. In the “A” series a number of recordings were originally allocated catalogue numbers in the wrong 

series which were corrected but the existence of scans showing the wrong ones suggests that copies 

may have been issued before the error was spotted. 

2. The main source of error is the allocation of male solo Russian numbers to choir recordings, i.e., in 

the 22000 not 24750 series. This series of errors begins at 24750/24751 (1067/1066A) and 

continues to 24777. In each case the 4 has been applied to the stamper so giving a raised digit 

instead of a sunken digit as punched into the zinc masters. I have added a Note to identify both the 

correct and the wrong Catalogue numbers. All the “wrong” numbers in the male solo 22000 series 

were later re-used. The title of 1066A has been rendered as May my prayer be corrected 

(appropriately in this context) but may be better translated as Let my prayer arise. 

3. A couple of Constantinople recordings were first treated as instrumental before it was realised they 

were in fact vocal with instrumental accompaniment. 

 

 

UNDETERMINED ENTRIES in the 7” B/g listing: 

 

In his Russian Catalogue Kelly listed: 

 N P MALSKY (St Petersburg) 

21037….B -01 Rak, stzenka iz chukhinskogo (The crayfish, Scene from Finnish Life) 

 

This should be included somewhere in this list. There is no scan so I have no matrix number for it. 

 

In his German Catalogue Kelly lists over 60 entries with matrixes in this B/g series for which he had 

catalogue numbers, artists’ names and titles but could not decipher a matrix number from the pressings 

in the Archive. Where there are scans I have re-checked but did not find any either: if something is not 

visible on a pressing it won’t be visible on a scan of that pressing. On a couple of occasions I found 

scans with new matrix numbers which I have been able to add but generally where Kelly failed to find 

pressings I failed to find scans. If the matrix number is not in the Register or is illegible if it is, I see no 

way in which to identify the matrix number save by guesswork and although one may guess right one 

may also guess wrong – and there is no way for anyone to determine whether one was right or wrong 

in one’s guess. 

 

 

Matrix numbers followed by ½   

 

The question is often asked, What was the origin of the practice whereby a second use of a matrix 

number was distinguished by the addition of ½? The answer will be found in the “A” list. Generally it 

indicated a repeat recording of the same title by the same artist at the same recording session as with, it 

may be assumed, 260½A from January 1900 which seems to mark the first use of ½. The scan of 92023 

shows title Lach Coupletten and matrix 260½A with no indication that 260A was ever issued. 

But it can also serve to hide an expert’s use of the same matrix number twice as with 1723 (Jaromír 

Herle) and 1723½ (Franz Naval) on 17 May 1900. So, it seems, the prize goes to Sinkler Darby.  
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It is, but it isn’t.  

 

Looking at a significant number of orchestral/band recordings in the “h” list will show a dozen or more 

catalogue numbers allocated to one recording. As a general rule a French orchestral/band recording will 

have a French catalogue number and if it is then issued in another country it will be given a new number 

in one of that country’s series. But that is not all.  

To begin with a simple example, in October 1908 the Musique de la Garde Républicaine under their 

conductor César Bourgeois recorded the Marseillaise (see 6527h). It was issued under various numbers 

starting with X-80335 in France. Later it was issued double-sided and had to be given a new French 

side number to match its new d/s number. It was also issued in Germany, Scandinavia and 

Czechoslovakia. Kelly simply entered 230035 K16 R8639 4-40085 X-2-20002 940108 12511; X-70141 

and X-2-100590 and, quite understandably people expressed some doubt about how to interpret such a 

string of apparently disconnected numbers. Jolyon Hudson came up with a bright idea: why not split 

the catalogue numbers onto separate lines, each detailing the numbers used in each of the different 

countries.  

In each case I have tried to do just that with the source country listed first (generally without naming 

the country) followed by the others.  

 

But while doing so I found some oddities. 

 

First, band names: In Czechoslovakia the French Musique de la Garde Republicaine becomes Hudba 

orkestru gramofonového, Praha on labels, in catalogues and in the Register. And the title becomes 

Marseillaisa, francouzská národní hymna. One might have thought that a recording of La Marseillaise 

by a renowned French band would have that as a selling point but someone at the Gramophone Co. 

obviously knew better and also decided it should be issued as an orchestral not a band recording. 

So, to return to the Marseillaise, my entry now shows: 

6527 h -10-08  X-80335 La Marseillaise (Rouget de Lisle) Fr. 230035 K16; 

     La Marsigliesa, Marcia (de Lisle) It. R8639 

      Ger. 4-40085 X-2-20002 940108 12511; X-70141  

     Marseillaisa, francouzská národní hymna  Czech. X-2-100590 

In Germany and Italy the band was given its proper name and Paris as the recording location but 

Germany did add “Französische National-Hymne” to the title. 

An earlier recording of the same title by the same band (6000h) was also released in Czechoslovakia as 

600567. I have not found a d/s number for it or, indeed for any recordings in the 600000 series: there 

may have one but it is equally possible that it was issued coupled with another 600000 recording without 

one: recordings with no d/s number but simply their two side numbers were common in most countries 

prior to the introduction of d/s number series with either a number or a letter prefix. 

 

 

Second, there is a German green label d/s series beginning at 16000. But 16000 is also a Turkish issue 

from 1900 (1853A) and the rest of the series may well duplicate Oriental issues. If such a d/s number 

has no reference to a country it belongs to the source country, in this case Germany; if it belongs to a 

different catalogue I shall add Fr., Russ., etc.  

 

Many “other countries” entries are straightforward; the majority of the problems arise because the 

Company had no specific numerical series for Czech or Hungarian Zonophone issues: they had all to 

be dumped into the Oriental Catalogue. And the fact that a recording turns up there could also mean it 

was released in Egypt, French North Africa, Greece, Turkey, one of the Balkan States, India or South 

East Asia where the Oriental Catalogue was used. Most can be identified as Czech issues because they 

appear in Czech catalogues; others have defied my attempts to connect them to a particular country of 

issue although a few are identified in the Zonophone Register as Bulgarian issues. 
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Third, it will be noticed that, particularly with French recordings issued in Italy, the Italian R (10” Green 

Label) and S 12” Green Label) double sided number is added to French issue numbers. They appear in 

that form in Kelly’s French Catalogue and the artists/titles do not appear in his Italian Catalogue. I infer 

that Milan did not allocate a new Italian series face number and retained the original French one. I have 

not seen any alternative explanation. 

 

Kelly followed the Zonophone Register in entering "X-" before every 10” Zonophone. In fact a large 

number of Czech Zono "X-"issues were also issued in a cheaper Gramophone series and the "X-" was 

replaced by "V*" which will be found both on labels and in catalogues. When I have found such entries 

I have replaced the "X-" to reflect what is actually on the records and in the catalogues. This avoided 

the German use of six different numbers for a good number of German band and orchestral recordings: 

two (s/s and d/s) for the original GramCo black issue, two for re-issue on Zono and two more for green 

label GramCo each required following a change in price category. In Hungary Zono numbers were not 

replaced and so retained their "X-" prefixes.  

 

Potentially misleading catalogue numbers in the “h” list: 

 

The “Romanian” Brown Label series. 

 

One Czech/Romanian series caused confusion in the company right from the start: in 1909 it was 

decided to issue a new, largely but not exclusively, Romanian series of cheap d/s 10” records in a new 

“Zonofon” list beginning at X-5-100000 ff. and a Romanian “Gramofon” 1909/10 Catalogue details the 

first releases with face numbers in that format. In fact, there is a Register of X-5-100000 numbers with 

the comment “These numbers should not be X-5-100000 but X500000”. A similar comment appears at 

the beginning of each section. Despite the catalogue title, they used the Zono “X” prefix for 10” records 

and refer to the Orchestra Zonophon.  When the Zonophone Oriental Register reached X4-102999 the 

next line jumps to X6-102000. The “X” and “1” were rapidly dropped and the series proceeded as 

500000 ff. although Kelly included it in his Oriental Zonophone Catalogue. The Czech Září (September) 

1911 catalogue put them into the Desky zonofonové section as X-500000 etc. In his other lists he lists 

them in that form and I have sought to likewise (omitting the 1). I add this Note in case any have slipped 

through the net and/or anyone is misled by a catalogue entry or an actual pressing with the “wrong” 

number format. They then moved to a hybrid 600000 series without a Zonohone X- prefix but used the 

company orchestra name Hudba orchestru zonofonového (Czech) or Orchestra Zonophon (Romania). 

 

The “P” d/s prefix: 

 

Some French entries include a P issue: those are in the French P series. Russian entries may also show 

a P issue but those are in the Russian P series: the two are quite separate. The Russian P is the Cyrillic 

equivalent of a Roman R. Russian lettered d/s series used B, H and P – it is said that this was because 

those letters were available on European typewriters. B is the equivalent of Latin V and H of N. 

 

** A number of entries are marked with a double asterisk to indicate uncertainty about what is actually 

on the record. 
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RECORDING LOCATIONS 

 

 

1. Zinc-etched plates recorded by William Sinkler Darby in his "Suffix-A" Series. 
 

Stockholm 1 to 109 -12-99 to -12-99 

Liliedahl heads his listing 3-4 December. 

110 to 121 are untraced: they may have been unused or used either in Stockholm or Copenhagen. 

Copenhagen 122 to 188 -12-99 to -12-99 

189 to 212 are untraced: they may have been unused or used either in Copenhagen or Den Haag. 

Den Haag 213 to 314 -1-00 to -1-00 

Berlin 315 to 789 -1-00 to -3-00 

 Darby’s diary shows he left Berlin with Fred Gaisberg on the morning of Wednesday 7 March 1900 

for St Petersburg where they arrived on the evening of Friday, 9 March. 

St Petersburg  790 to 1351 12-3-00 to 12-4-00  

Darby’s diary shows he left St Petersburg on the evening of 12 April for Moscow where he arrived on 

the morning of Good Friday 13 March and left that afternoon for Warsaw where he arrived on the 

evening of Easter Sunday 15 April. In Warsaw he was joined by Fred Gaisberg but before they started 

to record they moved from the Hotel Europe to the Hotel Royal on Milner Street and where they started 

recording on 17 April.  

Warsaw 1352 to 1471 17-4-00 to 23-4-00 

Darby’s diary shows they left Warsaw on the evening of 24 April. Fred Gaisberg travelled to Berlin and 

Darby to Vienna where he arrived on the afternoon of 25 April. 

1472 is untraced: it may not have been used or used either in Warsaw or Vienna. 

Vienna 1473 to 1746 26-4-00 to -5-00 

Darby’s diary records that he left Vienna on the afternoon of 24 May for Constantinople by way of 

Belgrade and arrived in Constantinople on the morning of 26 May where he stayed at the Pera Palace 

Hotel and began recording on 28 May. 

1747-1749 are untraced: they may not have been used or used either in Vienna or Constantinople. 

Constantinople 1750 to 1917 28-5-00 to -6-00 (Turkish, Greek) 

While in Constantinople he received a telegram on 11 June instructing him “to stay over and make a 

few more Turkish records” but it is not clear if he did so. His diary stops at this point so we do not have 

details of his later travel dates. 

Bucharest 1920 to 2021 -7-00 to -7-00 

Belgrade 2022 to 2056 -7-00 to -7-00 (Serbian) 

Barcelona 2063 to 2230 -00 to -00 

2231 is untraced; it may not have been used or used either in Barcelona or Porto. 

Porto 2232 to 2316 -10-00 to 5-11-00 

Madrid 2317 to 2411 -11-00 to -11-00 

Berlin 2412 to 2449 -00 to -00 

 

 

2. Wax Process Recordings made by William Sinkler Darby in his B/g, x/h and y/i series. 

 

 

Recording locations Dates  B/g - 7"  x/h - 10"  y/i - 12" 

  

Berlin -01 to -01 10 to 579 

Munich -01 to -01 583 to 728 

Frankfurt/Main -01 to -01 729 to 778 

Wiesbaden -01 to -01 780 to 798 

At some stage Darby visited the United States. On 11 August Fred’s diary notes “Next morning I met 

Sinkler Darby who had just returned from America”. Fred had just returned from Zürich. 

Berlin -8-01 to -8-01 799 to 856 2 to 48 
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Amsterdam -9-01 to -9-01 857 to 980 49 to 75 

Brussels 17-9-01 to -9-01 981 to 1099 76 to 96 

Berlin -10-01 to -10-01 1101 to 1311 98 to 212 

Vienna -01 to -01 1315 to 1442 213 to 249 

St Petersburg -01 to -01 1443 to 1791 251 to 477 

Warsaw -01 to -01 1793 to 1884 479 to 504 

Moscow -1-02 to -1-02 1885 to 1984 505 to 577 

Diary entry Monday 3 Feb 1902: “Ahl, our traveller, Birkhahn and myself left [Moscow] this morning 

at 11 o’clock on the express for Baku…we travelled Tuesday and Wednesday and on Thursday [Feb 6] 

at 2 a.m. reached our destination”. “We stopped at the Metropole Hotel”.  “In the afternoon made some 

records of a Persian troope. A singer accompanied by 3 of the national instruments … the singer, a 

tenor, yelled at the top of his voice as if he was in great pain. Friday we worked all day with similar 

music and Saturday evening finished – made altogether 66 reccords”. 

Baku 6-2-02 to 8-2-02 1985 to 2024 578 to 590 

Diary entry Sunday 9 Feb 1902: “Left Baku this evening at 12 o’clock and we are due in Tiflis at 6 to-

morrow evening – 18 hours”. 

Diary entry Monday 10 Feb 1902: “Arrived in Tiflis 2 hours late. Went direct to Hotel London”; other 

entries note problems over accumulators resulting in cancellation of a recording session.  

Diary entry Thursday 13 Feb 1902: “Accumulators all O.K. to-day and we made 48 records, a rather 

good day’s work….Two very sweet little Armenian girls sang for me and I had lots of sport with them”. 

This must refer to Anna Pogosova and Anna Varvara. 

Diary entry Friday 14 Feb 1902: “Today made 15 songs, 10 recitations”. 

Diary entry Saturday 15 Feb 1902: “This afternoon made records of Kamionsky, a very good Russian 

baritone.” 

Diary entry Sunday 16 Feb 1902: “Today made records of Gruzenish Chor which was very good.” 

Tiflis 13-2-02 to 18-2-02 2025 to 2110 591 to 620 

Diary entry Wednesday 19 Feb 1902: “Left Tiflis this A.M. at 1145 for Baku. Arrived two hours late 

at 8 o’clock. Left Baku at 1235 am. Then on the Express for Moscow”. 

Moscow -02-02 to -02-02    621 to 623 

Berlin -02 to -02 2111 to 2237 627 to 733 

Dresden -02 to -02 2239 to 2327 734 to 847 

Vienna -02 to -02 2328 to 2553 848 to 1118 

Budapest -02 to -02 2254 to 2643 1119 to 1185 

Bucarest -02 to -02 2644 to 2676 1186 to 1194 

Lwow -02 to -02 2677 to 2713 1195 to 1221 

Berlin -02 to -02 2717 to 2971 1222 to 1468 

In January/February 1903 Darby visited Constantinople with Franz Hampe. They made 7” and 10” 

recordings which were allocated to Hampe’s C and L series. 

St Petersburg -03 to -03       1 to 33 

Berlin -03 to -03 2972 to 3129 1471 to 1711 34 to 49 

St Petersburg -03 to -03    1712 to 1713 50 to 129 

Berlin -03 to -8-03 3133 to 3220 1714 to 1880 131 to 219 

Prague -03 to -03 3221 to 3249 1881 to 1952 225 to 246 

Vienna -03 to -03 3250 to 3267 1953 to 1970 247 to 255 

Belgrade -03 to -03 3268 to 3298 1971 to 2008 

Sofia -03 to -03 3300 to 3317 2009 to 2031 

Bucarest -03 to -03 3318 to 3366 2032 to 2083 258 to 259 

Hugo Strötbaum traced a journey on the SS Cymric from New York arriving Southampton 25-11-03 

Berlin -04 to -04 3367 to 3415 2084 to 2174 262 to 266 

Milan -4-04 to -4-04    2176 to 2181 268 

Rome -4-04 to -4-04    2182 to 2228 269 to 311 

Milan   4-04 to -4-04    2230 to 2235 312 

Darby sailed from Liverpool on 16 June 1904 was in the United States between 25 June and 4 August 

probably returning on 11-8-04: Hugo Strötbaum. 

Berlin -04 to -04 3416 to 3482 2236 to 2397 313 to 320 
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Diary entry Friday 30 September 1904: “I left Berlin on the 6.45 Express for Vienna.” He describes the 

border problems at Decin adding “I might mention here that, 3 weeks later, on my way from Berlin to 

Vienna [sic] I had the same trouble”. He comments that “During my stay in Vienna of 10 days there 

was nothing of particular importance”. This entry must have been made some weeks later; the repeat of 

the border problem can be dated to 19 October – see below. 

Vienna -10-04 to -10-04 3483 to 3494 2398 to 2470 321 to 342 

Diary entry Saturday 15 October 1904: “I left Vienna this evening and arrived in Berlin Sunday morning 

the 16th at 10 o’clock”. He met Otto Birkhahn and they left together at 1145 for London. In Hanover 

they met Sticks [?Hicks] who was over from Johnson’s also Belford Royal “who went along to 

London”. “Arrived in London Monday morning [17 October] at 9 o’clock. Left that night at 8.35 for 

Berlin. Remained in Berlin Tuesday night [18 October], left Wednesday [19 October] for Vienna. Left 

Vienna Thursday 20 October for Constantinople where I arrived Saturday noon [22 October]. A whole 

week of travelling”. Kelly comments, “And the reason for this headlong flight across Europe and back? 

He didn't think it worth mentioning! It is likely that it was connected with experts’ salaries, the shortage 

of experts and the position of Otto Birkhahn who was in charge of the Berlin office due to be decided 

at a London Board Meeting. A decision was taken to defer the questions until December – by which 

time Birkhahn had decamped and joined Favorite.” 

“Weinberg and Hampe met me at the station and from there we drove to the Pera Palace Hotel”. He 

adds that this was his third visit to Constantinople. Hugo Strötbaum suggests his second must have been 

either with Franz Hampe in 1903 or with Will Gaisberg in 1904. Recording-Pioneers shows an 

illustration of Siegmund Weinberg’s official notepaper on which he is described as “Représentant pour 

la Turquie de la Compagnie Grammophones de Paris – Londres, Berlin & Vienne” – 

see https://www.recordingpioneers.com/RP_WEINBERG1.html 

Constantinople -10-04 to -11-04 3495 to 3537 2471 to 2561 343 to 373 

Calcutta -12-04   3538 to 3625 2562 to 2851 374 to 376 

Delhi -05   3626 to  3660 2852 to 2912  

Amritsar -05   3661 to  3708 2913 to 2985 377 to 379 

Agra -05   3709 to 3729 2986 to 3018  

Bombay -05   3740 to  3827 3019 to 3189 

The Darby papers include a photograph “Bombay 1 Feb 1905 One of my assistants, Mr [Max] Hampe 

and myself”. 

Madras -3-05 to -3-05 3828 to 3923 3190 to 3383 380 to 429 

Colombo, Ceylon -05 to -05 3924 to 3941 3384 to 3427 430 to 434 

Rangoon -05 to -05    3428 to 3527 435 to 471 

Calcutta (Tibetan) -05 to -05    3528 to 3545 472 

Cairo -05 to -05 3943 to 3951 3546 to 3683 473 to 492 

Darby left Dover on 7-7-05 for New York and returned to Europe on 15-8-05: Hugo Strötbaum. 

Berlin -9-05 to -9-05 3953 to 4021 3688 to 3831 494 to 498 

Zürich -10-05 to -10-05 4022 to 4035 3832 to 3864 

Berlin -05 to -05 4036 to 4085 3865 to 3977 502 

Vienna -12-05 to 21-12-05 4087 to 4091 3978 to 3991 

Berlin -12-05 to -06 4092 to 4119 3994 to 4043 504 

Breslau -2-06 to -2-06 4121 to 4141 4044 to 4090 510 

Berlin -2-06 to -3-06 4142 to 4171 4092 to 4323 512 to 531 

Diary entry Thursday 5 April 1906: “I left Berlin this evening on the 1111 pm train for Poltava”. 

Travelling by way of Warsaw and Kiev he arrived at Poltava at 3.30 a.m. on 8 April (Palm Sunday)” 

He then spent 8 – 12 recording up to 11 / 12 p.m. to get the job done so he could leave. Again it is 

unfortunate that the diary breaks off at this point.  

Poltava 8-4-06 to 12-4-06 4172 to 4211 4324 to 4373 

St Petersburg -4-06 to -5-06 4212 to 4225 4374 to 4407 

On 1 June 1906 Rodkinson in Berlin reported to Birnbaum that Darby had been diagnosed as 

suffering from Brustfellenzündung and was spending time at a spa. He returned to work in Berlin in 

August, September and the first part of October (cf next entry) but “his work was frequently 

interrupted by absence caused by ill health” (letter 25 October 1906 from Rodkinson in Berlin) 

Berlin -8-06 to -9-06 4226 to 4328 4412 to 4725 538 to 544 

https://www.recordingpioneers.com/RP_WEINBERG1.html
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Milan -10-06 to -10-06    4727 to 4735 545 to 551 

Zürich -10-06 to -10-06    4736 to 4775 

London 30-10-06 to 16-11-06    4776 to 4869 552 to 559 

Darby left Cuxhaven on 29-11-06 for New York to visit his mother returning to Europe on 14-1-07: 

Hugo Strötbaum. 

Berlin -07 to -07    4869 to 5030 

Paris -07 to -07    5031 to 5139 562 to 585 

Berlin -07 to -07    5140 to 5169 589 

Paris -07 to -07    5170 to 5384 

Barcelona -07 to -07    5385 to 5416 

Madrid  to     5417 to 5515 

Paris, 15 Rue Bleue -08 to 7-4-08 4330 to 4341 5518 to 6054 593 to 621 

Tunis -08 to -08    6055 to 6132 622 to 753 

Algiers -08 to -08    6133 to 6182 758 to 817 

London -08 to -08    6184 to 6192 

Paris -08 to -08    6195 to 6257 825 to 841 

Lisbon -08 to -08    6259 to 6363 842 to 851 

Paris -08 to -08    6364 to 6369 

Lisbon -9-08 to -10-08    6370 to 6432 

Paris -10-08 to 4-11-08    6434 to 6623 852 to 890 

Berlin 11-11-08 to 27-11-08    6624 to 6691 891 to 908 

Berlin -7-09 to -7-09    6692 to 6697 

Königsberg -09 to -09    6698 to 6736 

Berlin -8-09 to 9-8-09    6739 to 6757 

Cologne 9-8-09 to 9-8-09    6758 to 6771 909 to 910 

Berlin 10-8-09 to 10-8-09    6772 to 6781 

Ansbach -9-09 to -9-09    6782 to 6813 

 

END 


